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Software License Agreement
The operating system software on the TracMap Flight unit is licensed 
under the GNU General Public License, version 2. For the full text of 
this license, see Appendix F. Note that this license does not cover the 
TracMap Flight software itself. The TracMap Flight application software 
is covered by the license in Appendix E.

Copyright 2014 TracMap NZ Ltd. All rights reserved. No part of this 
manual may be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, or reduced 
to any electronic medium or machine-readable form without prior written 
consent from TracMap NZ Ltd.

Contact TracMap
TracMap NZ Ltd
21B Gladstone Rd South
PO Box 90, Mosgiel
New Zealand

0800 87 22 62 (New Zealand)
+64 3 489 2952 (International)
info@tracmap.com
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1.0 Overview
1.1 TracMap Flight components
TM Flight system is a simple GPS guidance system for agricultural 
aircraft. The system provides proof of placement in the form of logged 
data that can be exported.
The system has three parts:

Head unit
Records data and provides detailed GPS placement information (see 1.2)

Lightbar
Provides visual guidance for your aircraft (see 4.0)

GPS antenna
Provides a GPS signal to the Flight head unit
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1.2 TM Flight basics
TM Flight uses GPS information to guide your aircraft, assist product 
placement and record data. 
Work is allocated to a customer and divided in ‘jobs’, which are then 
divided into ‘flightlines’ that the TM Flight unit directs you to fly.

1.2.1  Keypad

The TM Flight unit is operated by a keypad on the unit’s righthand side.

ESC  Exits screen or dialogue box

PAGE/ Cycles through available options 
on menu screens.

MENU Accesses Menu screen when on 
Flight screen (see next page)

ENT  Selects/activates menu item

ROCKER  Navigates between menu items; 
Shifts viewpoint on Flight screen

+/-   Zooms view in & out on Flight 
screen

F1   Can be set to one of a number of 
menu shortcut options, e.g.  
‘Closest Line’. See Section 6.2

F2  As with ‘F1’ (above); When  
dialogue box open for data entry, 
toggles on-screen keyboard on & 
off

POWER   Turns unit on & off

* Note:  Units have Page OR Tab key. In this 
manual Tab refers to both.

PAD

TAB*

NOTE:   Some TM Flight functions available only to Flight Pro 
users – indicated as ‘Flight Pro only’.
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    fig 1.2.2a   Flight screen (with first flightline spread)

Infopanel  
(p22)

Guideline 
 (p21)

Spread off 
arrow (p22)

Flightline 
 (p11)

Coverage

Press  to zoom in & out

Press  to shift view and/or 
position of aircraft on screen

Compass  
(see below)

Job  
Outline  
(p49)

Area Bar  
(p7)

Status Bar  
(p7)

1.2.2 Flight screen
The Flight screen (fig 1.2.2a) shows your current job, including your 
aircraft position, job outline, flightline, and coverage. 

At top your Compass directs you to end of last coverage – until you press 
‘Next Line’. It then directs you to the start of next line. Use this feature (and 
the ‘Spread off’ arrow) to return easily to where you last finished working in 
a job. The compass is green when spreading is on, red when not (fig 1.2.2b).

fig 1.2.2b  
Compass with spreading 

active/inactive 
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fig 1.2.3  
Menu screen
(‘Wireless’ option 
Flight Pro only)

1.2.3 Menu screen
Press  to access Menu screen. This displays a range of commands 
that control various TM Flight functions. Configure this screen to suit 
your aircraft and flying style (see 6.0).

At bottom your Area Bar and Status Bar (fig 1.2.2c) provide a variety 
of information:

      Scale     Area Bar (coverage) View mode (p21)

GPS status (p8)      Spreading status      Spread width (p37)      Time

fig1.2.2c Status bar

Wireless  
status
(Flight Pro  
only)
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1.2.4 Satellite screen
Press  to access Satellite screen. This displays location and signal 
strength for GPS satellites (fig 1.2.4). 
The crosshair shows satellite positions (the centre of the crosshair is 
directly overhead, while the edge of the circle represents the horizon). 
The bar graph shows signal strengths. The figure labelled “PDOP” gives 
an indication of the current position accuracy. Also displayed are the Lat 
& Long and date/time.

fig 1.2.4
Satellite  
screen
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2.0 Quickstart
2.1 Create a Menu
Before you fly, you need to create a personal menu to suit your style of 
flight. Your menu is how you control the TM Flight unit while flying a 
‘job’ (see 2.3). For full information see 6.0.

2.1.1 When unit is turned on, default screen is Flight screen.  
Press  to access main Menu screen.

2.1.2 Use  to highlight ‘Menu Setup’, then press  to access 
Configure Menu screen.

fig 2.1   
Configure  
Menu screen  
(Flight Pro)

Note: We strongly recommend users wire 3 remote switches as per Section 13.4. These 
can be used in place of keypad for many functions – available Flight Pro only.

See Video #1: ‘The Basics’  &  #2: ‘Create Menu’ 
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Basics’ & ‘Tracmap Menu’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7LOhXcJNJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7LOhXcJNJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7LOhXcJNJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0ksccx_sQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0ksccx_sQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0ksccx_sQg
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2.1.3  Default menu items are ‘Back 2 Back’ (your default guidance 
pattern – see 6.1.1), ‘New Job’ and ‘Stop Job’.

2.1.4  To add a menu item, press  to highlight ‘Item Four’ box 
and press .

2.1.5 Select item from dropdown menu using  then press , 
e.g. ‘Next Line’ (advances unit to next flightline – see 6.1.2).

2.1.6 To save menu, use  to highlight ‘OK’ and press .

2.2 Create a customer
All ‘jobs’ flown (see 2.3) are organised under customers. For full information 
see 9.1.

2.2.1 To create a customer, use  to highlight ‘Customers’ on Menu 
screen and press .

2.2.2 On Customers screen, press , then select ‘Create’ and 
press .

2.2.3 To accept automatic name use  highlight ‘OK’ and press 
. To create new name press  to bring up/dismiss 

onscreen keyboard, then use  and  to enter name.

2.2.4 Press  to return to Menu screen.

2.3 Create a job
All flying is divided into ‘jobs’, which may comprise several coverage 
areas. All jobs belong to customers. To apply any coverage you must 
create a new job (or resume a previous job – see 9.2.3).

2.3.1 On Menu screen highlight ‘New Job’ and  press . 

2.3.2 In New Job dialogue box (fig 2.3.1) highlight the ‘Customer’ 
button using . Press  and select customer using  
then press . 
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fig 2.3.1   
New Job 
dialogue box

2.2.3 Highlight ‘Name’ then press  to bring up on-screen 
keyboard and enter name as in 2.2.3 (above).

2.2.4 Press  and use onscreen keyboard to enter spread width.
2.2.5 Highlight ‘OK’ and press  to return to Flight screen.

  Note Unit will name jobs in numerical order if no name is entered. If name 
exists, unit will add -001, -002, etc. to the job name. If a number is used, 
consecutive jobs will be one number higher, e.g. 1234, 1235, 1236 ...

2.4 Set an AB Line
Your AB Line provides an orientation for all flightlines inside a job – it 
is your baseline. Set your AB line by flying it.

2.4.1 On Menu screen highlight ‘Back 2 Back’ and press .

2.4.2 On Flight screen, fly along the physical boundary you want to 
set as your AB line, then either:

fig 2.4.1a
Setting AB Line

fig 2.4.1b
AB Line set

fig 2.4.1c
Flying first flightline 

(spreading on)
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See Video #8: ‘Returning to Last Coverage’ 
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Last Coverage’

a) Use  to highlight ‘Mark A’ and press  once – then 
again to ‘Mark B’ when appropriate (fig 2.4.1a); or

b) Begin coverage – the unit will treat your first “coverage on” 
and “coverage off” as ‘Mark A’ and ‘Mark B’ of your AB 
Line.

2.4.3 Your AB Line is now set (fig. 2.4.1b).

Note These instructions use ‘Back 2 Back’ as their example guidance pattern. 
For instructions on setting AB lines in other guidance patterns see 8.0. For 
descriptions of all guidance patterns, see 6.0. For instructions on flying jobs 
with imported or manually created Outlines see 10.3.

2.5 Flying a job
2.5.1 Fly your first flightline (usually your AB line) as guided by 

your lightbar (see 4.0) and proceed with spread (fig. 2.4.1c).

2.5.2 Once you have flown your first line, press  

2.5.3 On Menu screen highlight ‘Next Line’ (having added this item 
to your menu – see 2.1) to have your flightlines advance to the 
right of your AB Line, or ‘Prev Line’ to have them advance to 
the left – press .

2.5.4 Press  to return to Flight screen.

2.5.5 Commence flying your next line.

Note These instructions assume all actions are performed via keypad. If 
remote switches have been wired per installation instructions in Section 
13.0 (Flight Pro only) then pressing appropriate switch achieves same 
result as using keypad and/or menu options. For instructions on assigning 
functions to cyclic switches see 6.2.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6md1FwLMoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6md1FwLMoQ
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3.0  Checklist
Before flying ensure that you have completed the following:

1. Set up a menu  (p26) 

2. Created a customer (p44)

3. Selected a map projection  (p19) 

4. Configured GPS antenna offset  (p18) 

5. Set units of measurement  (p20) 

6. Set spread width  (p37) 

7. Configured your Lightbar  (p14)

8. Connected remote switches* (p69)

Optional:

 Imported map geometry* (p54)

See Video #13: ‘Tips & Tricks’ 
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Tips & Tricks’

* Flight Pro only

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ImcPfOVPD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ImcPfOVPD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ImcPfOVPD4
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4.0 Lightbar Setup

The lightbar is attached to the head unit and is the primary means of 
guidance (fig 4.0).

4.1  Configuring the Lightbar
The lightbar can be configured to suit your aircraft and style of flying by 
deciding what information appears in the four numeric displays and by 
setting the distance from the flightline represented by the warning LED’s. 

To access the Lightbar Setup screen (fig 4.1), highlight ‘Lightbar 
Setup’ on the Menu screen and press  

To navigate between sections of Lightbar Setup screen, press  To 
save any changes highlight ‘OK’ at bottom of screen and press .

fig 4.0   Lightbar – LB17 (top) and LB16 (bottom)

Warning LEDs        Traffic Light LEDs     Guidance LEDs       LED Display  
 (inactive)
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fig 4.1   Lightbar Setup screen

4.1.1  GENERAL

Type
TM Flight supports the TracMap LB16 and 
LB17, the Satloc M3 and the Del Norte 
lightbars. Select appropriate model from 
dropdown menu.

Traffic Lights
When using a job outline or polyline (polylines 
available on Flight Pro only) the traffic light 
LEDs indicate whether or not the current 
section of your flight line has been covered. 

Position not yet covered – green LED (LB16) or double row of 8 LEDs 
(LB17) will be lit. 

Position already covered – red LED (LB16) or double row of 8 LEDs 
(LB17) will be lit (also if outside a job outline or inside a void zone).

Change of state warning – If using LB16, orange LEDs indicate change 
of state from red to green (or vice versa). If using LB17, green LEDs 
reduce to zero approaching a ‘red’ state. Red LED pairs reduce to zero 
approaching ‘green’ state. Default warning interval is one second and 
may be altered to suit your preference. 

Enable    Traffic lights are enabled by default, but they can be turned 
off by unticking this check box.

Timing To alter the time (secs) or distance (metres/ft) for change 
of state warning, highlight ‘Timing’ on Lightbar Setup 
screen. Press  for on-screen keyboard and press 

 to select units. Use  to select seconds (max 10) or 
metres/feet (max 1500). Press  to dismiss keyboard.

See Video #4 ‘Flying Irregular-Shaped Fields’  
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Irregular Fields’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
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Ignore   If ticked, traffic lights and flightlines will not respond to 
previous coverage, e.g. where overlap is not important.

Latency The LED traffic lights operate slightly in advance of your 
aircraft position, to compensate for reaction time, delays in 
equipment, or individual preference. For example, the default 
value is 0.3 seconds, causing the indicator traffic lights to 
change 0.3 seconds before product application needs to start. 
Alter this value as you would ‘Timing’ above.

WARNING:  Traffic light indicators only valid when flying along the flightline.

NOTE:  The green light is illuminated anywhere within zone created by 
projecting the green section of flight line at 90 degrees to its direction.

Brightness  
Lightbar brightness may be adjusted by highlighting ‘Brightness’ on the 
Lightbar Setup screen and using  to increase or decrease.

Guidance lights  
Changes the way guidance lights are displayed. When ‘Marching’ 
selected, 3 orange LEDs move across lightbar as offline distance (or angle 
– LB17) changes, until green when aligned with flightline. ‘Expanding’ 
increases/decreases number of LEDs displayed as offline distance/angle 
changes, reducing to three green LEDs when aligned with flightline.

4.1.2  GUIDANCE
The guidance LEDs represent your distance from the current line (LB16) or 
your angle relative to the current line (LB17). When you are aligned with a 
flight line, the LEDs in the centre of the lightbar light up green. As you move 
off course, LEDs will shift along the bar in the opposite direction and turn 
orange. Maintain a straight travel path by “chasing” the LEDs along the bar.
The distance represented by the LED’s movement (set by default to one 
metre per LED) may be configured to suit your aircraft:

coverage
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1) On the Lightbar Setup screen highlight ‘General/Guidance’ at top. Press 
 to the right. You will access Lightbar Setup ‘Guidance’ screen.

2) Use  to highlight an LED display, then pressing  to bring up 
the on-screen keyboard and enter a new value.

3) When new values are configured, highlight ‘OK’ press .

HINT:   When a box for entering numbers is available, press  to access a 
submenu that enables Cursor Mode by pressing . This lets you 
alter number values up and down using 

4.1.3  INFO  
The digital LED display is set by default to show the number of the 
currently selected flight line and current ground speed. The four numeric 
displays may be configured to show any of the information below. 
Highlight the desired display box, then press . Use  to select one 
of the following options from the dropdown menu:

1)  Start of line (SOL) (metres)
2)  End of line (EOL) (metres)
3)  Line number
4)  Ground speed (knots)
5)  Offline distance (meters/ft)
6)  Offline angle  (degrees L/R)
7)  PDOP

Warning LEDs
The LEDs at each end of the guidance bar serve as warnings – if GPS 
reception is not available, one orange LED at each end is lit (LB16) or 
NO GPS is displayed on the lightbar (LB17). If you are over a void zone, 
two orange LEDs will be lit (LB16) or one red LED (LB17) (Flight Pro 
only).

* Flight Pro only

8)  Current Bearing (degrees)*
9)  Next Bearing (degrees)*
10) Change bearing (degrees)*
11) AGL minimum (requires laser 

or radar altimeter to be  
connected)*

12) AGL maximum (metres)*
13) AGL average (metres)*
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5.0 Unit Setup & 
Preferences

5.1 Unit Setup
To customise the GPS, input/output (I/O), 
map and time settings of your TM Flight 
unit, highlight ‘Unit Setup’ on the Menu 
screen and press .
The Unit Setup screen is divided into five 
tabs – use  to switch between ‘GPS’, 
‘I/O’, ‘Map’, ‘Locale’ and ‘Admin’ 
menus (fig 5.1). Use  to navigate 
around the screen. When done, highlight 
‘OK’ and press 

5.1.1 GPS
Lag
Allows user to set length of time (in seconds) by which the TM Flight unit 
will compensate for lag between GPS reported position and actual position. 
A default value of 0.36s is used.

GPS Antenna Offset
Allows user to compensate for the difference between the location of the 
GPS antenna and the actual centre line of the spreading (in metres if using 
metric, or feet if U.S Customary – see 5.1.4). The position reported by 
the GPS will be shifted by this amount left/right and forward/backwards. 
To set offset:

 

fig 5.1  Unit Setup screen
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1. Press to highlight ‘GPS Antenna Offset’ 

2.  Set left/right offset value (in metres) using onscreen keyboard 

3.  Press then to toggle ‘left/right’ offset. 

4.  Repeat for ‘front/behind’ offset.

Note  GPS Antenna Offset indicates where the antenna would need to move 
to sit on the centre line of spreading, e.g. if the antenna is 3m in front of 
product release position, select 3m ‘behind’.

5.1.2  Input/Output
The TM Flight unit is compatible with several other devices. If AB100 
(Auto Booms), Autocal, Intelliflow, Aimms weather system, or VL26 
are being used, select the appropriate device from the menu list. Default 
setting for I/O is Auto-detect. Exit from setup by pressing .
If using Intelliflow, press  to access Intelliflow Setup, then enter Meter 
Calibration and Flow TADs values. 
If using Autobooms, press  to access Autobooms Setup and diagnostic 
info. ‘Offline Tolerance’ determines the distance from your current flightline 
that spreading will operate. ‘Forward Projection’ sets product drift.
If using VL26, press  to access VL26 setup.  Enter names and marker 
characteristics for up to seven digital inputs and specify an identifier for serial 
input as well as a name and marker characteristics.
When AB100, Autocal, Intelliflow or VL-26 are selected, press    
to select Monitor Port. This activates a display showing the serial data 
received from the attached device, which can be used to troubleshoot 
connection issues.
For further info. and details about compatible devices, see Appendix D.

5.1.3 Map
Projection   
The head unit uses map projections internally (rather than WGS-84). 
Each projection is valid for a small portion of the Earth’s surface, so a 
projection must be chosen for your region from the list on screen.
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If you are selecting a projection by UTM zone, highlight ‘Projection’, 
then press  to highlight ‘UTM’. Press  to highlight the zone 
number, then press  and   and   again to select the correct 
UTM number for your region from the dropdown menu. Then highlight 
‘OK’ and press .
After a pause the head unit will change to using the newly selected time 
zone and map projection. Map projections can be changed at any time.

Hint:  If you have a GPS fix, set the projection to NZ Map Grid. This will clear 
the unit. When it starts up again, repeat the process described above. Select 
UTM. It will have automatically defaulted to your present position.

Warning 1:  Changing the Map Projection will delete all data on the Head Unit. To 
ensure your data is kept, export all job information as WGS-84 projection 
to a USB key before changing the Map Projection. 

Warning 2: If you are more than 2 UTM zones from your selected projection the 
TracMap unit will not provide guidance.

5.1.4  Locale
Configure the language, units, & time settings of your TM Flight unit.

Language   Allows you to select a language for your unit

Units Metric or U.S. Customary

Time Zone  Allows you to set the current time zone.

5.1.5  Admin
When exporting data from your TM Flight unit, all exported data bears 
a unique ID stamp. The ID is factory set. Do not change your unit’s ID 
without consulting TracMap or your TracMap retailer.

Live Position Tracking
Allows unit to send positional updates to Tracmap website for job 
monitoring and management (cell coverage dependent). Available on 
Flight Pro systems only.
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Job Management
The following options customize your job management settings.

Allow user to delete jobs   Option is ticked by default, but can be 
unticked to prevent accidental job deletion.

Delete Job after wireless export  Removes job from Manage 
Jobs list after it has been wirelessly exported.

Zip shapefiles on job export   Sets unit to compress the multiple 
shape files associated with a map into a single .zip file for easier 
file storage and management when exporting data.

Export coverage as lines  Allows coverage to be exported as 
lines, i.e. your vehicle track during coverage, rather than as 
polygons. When jobs are exported only the ESRI files will 
show coverage as lines if this option is chosen.

5.2 Preferences
5.2.1  View
Configure the appearance of your unit’s Flight screen.

MODE

The Flight screen has three possible view orientations:

North Up  North will always point towards the top of the screen.

Track Up   Centers map on your current position and rotates so that 
your current heading points towards top of the screen

Line Up   Your current flightline will run vertically through the screen 
(the map will flip depending on your current heading)

Autopan  Tick this box if you want the screen to pan across every 
time you move off the visible portion of the display.
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MAP VIEW

The seven ‘Map View’ tick-boxes alter 
the appearance of your Flight Screen:

Gridlines   Overlays a grid onto 
the Flight screen or 
removes it.

Labels Toggles onscreen 
geometry labels on/off. 

Areas Toggles area display 
on outlines and voids

Guideline Toggles line extending 
from nose of your 
aircraft on/off.

Overlap Toggles display of 
orange/blue coverage 
overlap on/off.

Scalebar Toggles display of scalebar and mode info. on Flight 
screen.

Nth Arrow Toggles display of North Arrow on flightscreen.
Spread off Shows where spreading was last turned off and direction 

of travel at that time.
Compass Toggles your Flight screen compass on and off.

5.2.2  Info 

The Flight Screen InfoPanel displays can be configured in the same way 
as the Lightbar. Up to ten boxes can be set to display choices on the Flight 
Screen from the information below:

Speed Ground speed (kts)

Line Number Current flightline number

fig 5.2  Preferences screen

arrow
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RT Lines   When flying RT (see 6.1.1) shows the total number 
of lines in the racetrack.

Offline Distance  Distance (m/ft) from your current flightline

PDOP  Current PDOP reading

Num. Satellites Gives current num. of satellites

AGL minimum Minimum AGL distance (requires laser or radar  
altimeter).*

AGL maximum Maximum AGL dist. (as above)*

AGL average Average AGL dist. (as above)*

Target Flowrate Shows target coverage flow rate (litres per hectare/ 
(US) gal per acre, depending on unit configuration)* 

Actual Flowrate Gives actual coverage flowrate.*

Volume Gives volume of product (Litres or Gallons) released 
since Reset Volume was last pressed. Use to provide 
estimate of product quantity released in each run.  
Available when Autocal or Intelliflow connected.

Total Volume Gives volume of product released since start of job. 
Automatically reset to zero when new job started.  
Available when Autocal or Intelliflow connected.

Wind Speed    If Aimms Weather system is connected, shows current 
windspeed (in knots).*

Wind Direction   If Aimms Weather system is connected, shows current 
wind direction.*

Timer   Counts length of time spreading has been on since 
start of job or since Reset Timer (see 6.1.2).*

Area counter   Counts area covered since start of the job or since 
Reset Counter used (see 6.1.2). Can be used to 
show how much area covered in each run.*

* Flight Pro only
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Real Area   Ground surface covered. Displays same info. as ‘Real 
Area’ in blue Area Bar at bottom of screen. User may 
turn off Area Bar and assign its info. to an InfoPanel.*

Nominal Area  Total coverage. Displays same info. as ‘Nominal 
Area’ in blue Area Bar at bottom of screen. Allows 
user to turn off Area Bar and assign its info. to an 
InfoPanel.* 

Area Remaining Displays same info. as ‘Area Remaining’ in blue Area 
Bar at bottom of screen. Allows user to turn off Area 
Bar and assign its info. to an InfoPanel.*

% Remaining  Displays same info. as ‘% Remaining’ in blue Area 
Bar at bottom of screen. Allows user to turn off Area 
Bar and assign its info. to an InfoPanel.*

Job Outline Area   Total area of all job outlines, less area of active voids.*

Line coverage  Length of current flightline so far covered. May be 
used to tell whether current flightline already has some 
coverage. Does not operate if ‘Ignore Coverage’ is 
ticked in Lightbar Setup | General | Traffic lights.*

AREA BAR

Toggles display of blue Area Bar at bottom of Flightscreen. Displays 
area covered (real and nominal) and area remaining to be covered.  When 
unticked, two more InfoPanels can be placed at bottom of Flight screen.

Note:  “Real area” is ground surface covered.  Nominal area = total coverage 
(distance covered x spread width). Covering same area repeatedly 
increases nominal area, but not real area. The difference between the two 
numbers represents the amount of coverage overlap.

5.2.3  Guidance
Allows you to customize flightline functions to suit your style of flying.

* Flight Pro only
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FLIGHTLINES

Auto Next Line   When box is ticked, unit will automatically shift 
current flightline to the one closest to your aircraft.

Note: Unit will not alter your flightline while spreading is on. Warning: Unit 
will disable ‘Next Line’ and ‘Prev Line’ commands.

Bound by  When box is ticked, flightlines may only be created 
within job outlines (if using). Unticking allows 
flightlines to be created anywhere, ignoring outlines.

First Turn  Indicates direction which Next Line moves the active 
flightline. Affects B2B, RT Lines, RT Tracks, Multi 
AB-Alt and MultiAB-Std. (Direction in which other 
racetrack flightlines move (e.g. RT ABC, RTC-
Pivot, RT Squeeze & RT Halffield) is determined 
by location of the C line relative to AB line.)

COVERAGE

Delay Coverage   Allows the recording of position during coverage to 
be delayed by a fixed distance. This can compensate 
for the time it takes product to reach the ground, 
helping to align recorded coverage more closely 
with actual placement on ground.

5.2.4  General
Configure your unit’s screen brightness, toggle your automatic flightline 
guidance and on-screen keyboard layout.

Brightness Adjusts screen brightness

Keyboard Toggles your on-screen keyboard (accessed 
by pressing ) from Alphabetical layout to 
conventional Qwerty layout.

outlines
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fig 6.0   Configure Menu screen  
(Flight Pro)

6.0  Menu Setup
Your menu is how you control your TM Flight unit while flying a job. 
Before flying with your TM Flight unit, you must configure a menu to suit 
your aircraft and style of flight. 

Note  Instructions assume all actions performed via keypad. If remote switches have 
been wired per installation instructions (see 13.0) then pressing appropriate 
switch achieves same result as using keypad and/or menu options (Flight Pro 
only). For instructions on assigning cyclic switches see 6.2.

Configuring Menus
On the Menu screen highlight ‘Menu 
Setup’ and press  to access the 
Configure Menu screen (fig 6.0). 
The Configure Menu screen is divided 
into ‘Menu’ and ‘Shortcuts’ pages 
(‘Shortcuts’ available Flight Pro only).
Use  to move between pages when 
‘Menu/Shortcuts’ tab is highlighted.
Menu page configures the commands 
available to you on the Menu while 
flying a job.
Shortcuts page (Flight Pro only) 
assigns functions to remote switches 
and the  and  head unit buttons.

See Video #2: ‘Create Menu’  
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Create Menu’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0ksccx_sQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0ksccx_sQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0ksccx_sQg
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 = AB + C Lines

 = AB Linefig 6.1.1a  Back 2 Back

6.1  Menu setup
Default menu items are Back 2 Back, New Job and Stop Job. 
To create your menu, press  to highlight ‘Item One’ option box and 
press . A dropdown list of menu items will appear. Select items by 
using  and pressing .
A typical one page menu might include: Back to Back (the most common 
guidance pattern), Set Swath (to change spreading width), Create outline (if 
flying boundaries of job before starting spreading – see 10.3.1c), and Create 
Marker (to mark locations for later reference). 

6.1.1  Selecting a guidance pattern
Your first menu item should be your guidance pattern. This determines 
the style in which you fly each job.

A)  Back 2 Back
Allows you to fly your flightlines in direct sequence, immediately 
adjacent to each other. To set direction in which ‘Next Line’ (see 6.1.2 
below) moves the active flightline, see 5.2.3.

See Video #4 ‘Flying Irregular-Shaped Fields’  
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Irregular Fields’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
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B)  RT ABC
Also known as Quicktrack. Uses your AB and C lines to automatically 
create a racetrack to suit your aircraft.

Fig 6.1.1c  RT C Pivot

Fig 6.1.1b  RT ABC  = AB + C Lines

C)  RT C Pivot
Automatically creates a racetrack with your AB line as mid-line and 
your C line as the outermost flightline. This pattern does not work with 
outlines.

See Video #5 ‘Flying Racetracks’  
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Racetracks’

 = AB + C Lines

https://www.youtube.coahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Iuq8ak4iEEm/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
https://www.youtube.coahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Iuq8ak4iEEm/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
https://www.youtube.coahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Iuq8ak4iEEm/watch?v=8at0tt1tP5s
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E)  i)  Half Field 1
Uses your AB and C lines to create a racetrack the width of the field, 
renumbering C line as line 1, e.g. if job has 8 lines, then after flying C line, 
you will be directed to fly them 5, 2, 6, 3, 7. This pattern does not work 
with outlines.

D)  RT Squeeze
Uses your AB and C lines to create a racetrack that guides you from the 
outer flightlines into center of job.

Fig 6.1.1d  RT Squeeze  = AB + C Lines

Fig 6.1.1e  Half Field 1  = AB + C Lines

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
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 = AB + C LinesFig 6.1.1f  Half Field 2

F)  RT Lines
Allows you to set the total number of lines for your racetrack. Once you 
have set an AB Line (or use existing), a dialogue box will prompt you to 
select ‘Number of lines’. Press  to bring up onscreen keyboard and 
enter a value, e.g. 20 to create a racetrack with 20 lines flown: 1, 11, 2, 12, 
3, 13, etc. This pattern may be used with or without an outline.

G)  RT Tracks
Automatically divides your job into a chosen number of racetracks. Once 
you have set an AB Line (or use existing), a dialogue box will prompt you 
to select ‘Number of tracks’. Press  to bring up onscreen keyboard 
and enter a value, e.g. 2 would divide a job of 20 lines into two RT ABC 
racetracks of 10 lines each. This pattern requires an outline.

6.1.2  Other menu options
The following options are available to you on the Menu screen while 
flying a job, if added to your menu as above.

E) ii)  Half Field 2
Uses your AB and C lines to create a racetrack the width of the field, e.g. if 
job has 8 lines, then after your C line you will be directed to fly them 2, 5, 
3, 6, 4, 7. This pattern does not work with outlines.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
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New Job
Commences a new job. If you are already flying a job, this command also 
ends current job, and saves all information.

Stop Job
Ends the current job, and saves all information.

Prev Line
Advances flightline in opposite direction to ‘Next Line’. If you do not 
have cyclic switches wired to your TM Flight unit, you must add this 
command to your menu.

Next Line
Advances you to the next flightline. If operating Back 2 Back, you can 
choose the direction of your next flightline by setting ‘Left’ or ‘Right’ 
under Preferences (see 5.2.3). If you do not have cyclic switches wired to 
your TM Flight unit, you must add this command to your menu.

Toggle Spread
Starts or stops current coverage.

Closest Line
Selects the closest available flightline as your current line.

Select Edge
Allows you to manually select your first AB Line when flying with an 
outline (see 8.1.2).

Set Heading
Allows you to manually set the bearing (0–360) of your AB Line when 
flying with an outline (see 8.1.2).

Spread Width
Allows you to alter your spread width while in flight (see 7.2).
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Line History
Shows previously defined flight lines. Allows you to toggle through all 
lines that have been previously defined for this job using ‘Next Line’ and 
‘Previous Line’. Select ‘Finish’ to make it your current flight line. Also 
see Video #4 – Flying Irregular Shaped Fields & Using Line History.

New App.*
Creates a new job using the geometry (outlines, markers, etc.) present in 
your current job.

Multi-AB-alt*
Allows you to fly up to six AB lines at the same time (see 8.1.1d). Flightlines 
will be flown Back 2 Back, with 1st, 3rd and 5th lines advancing in one 
direction, and the 2nd, 4th and 6th lines advancing in the other.

Multi-AB-std*
Allows you to fly up to six AB lines at the same time (see 8.1.1d). 
Flightlines will be flown Back 2 Back, advancing in the same direction, 
with the direction of your first turn set under Preferences (see 5.2.3).

Details*
Accesses Job Details screen for current job.

Geometry*
Accesses current job geometry directly: outlines, void zones, lines & 
markers (waypoints) which make up your current job’s GPS map (as 
opposed to customer geometry or background maps, which are accessed 
separately from the main menu).

Create Outline*
Allows user to create geometry manually (for lightbar guidance while 
spreading) by flying a boundary line – see 10.3.1 C.

Create Void*
A void is a ‘no spread’ zone that your lightbar warns you to avoid. It is 
created in the same way as a job outline (see 10.3.1 C.). All voids are red. 

* Flight Pro only
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When importing voids ensure that they are saved separately from outlines 
in your geometry, or are clearly named, so they can be distinguished from 
job outlines.

Create P-Void*
Creates a circular ‘point void’ (at position when pressed). Allows user to 
set void radius.

Create Line*
Creates and records your aircraft track as a line on the Flightscreen.

Create Marker*
Allows you to create GPS markers while in flight (see 10.1.5)

Reset Timer*
Resets the spreading timer (see 5.2.2).

Line Buffer*
Line buffer works with job outlines. It creates a buffer zone of a specified 
width where a flightline enters and leaves an outline, providing a ‘no 
coverage’ warning on the lightbar.

Export*
Allows export of current job to USB or wireless, without having to stop 
the job.

Import Outline  
Allows import of a single outline into current job (Flight Lite only).

Target Rate*
Allows you to set a target spread rate for controllers such as Autocal and 
Intelliflow (see Appendix D).

See Video #13: ‘Tips & Tricks’ 
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Tips & Tricks’

* Flight Pro only

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ImcPfOVPD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ImcPfOVPD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ImcPfOVPD4
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Preview*
Provides an overview of job outlines as a whole.

Pan to GPS*
Re-centres aircraft in centre of Flight screen.

Fly to*
Allows user to fly to point, outline or marker, or enter destination as LAT/
LONG. Lightbar will then display distance to destination and speed.

Reset Counter*
This resets the count of area covered since the start of the job or the last 
time the reset counter was selected. 

Reset Volume*
Resets to zero volume of product displayed in ‘Volume’ infopanel (see 5.2.2).

Brightness
Lets you control brightness of Head Unit and lightbar together or separately.

Flip Flightline*
Changes direction in which Next/Previous Line move flightlines, e.g. 
if wind changes. Fly to new position, select ‘Closest Line’ then ‘Flip 
Flightline’ to cause Next Line to move in opposite direction.

6.2  Shortcuts setup   (Flight Pro only)
It is strongly recommended that you connect three remote switches in order to 
control the TM Flight unit via your stick (see 13.0 for information on remote 
switch function and installation). Once connected, you can assign functions 
to remote switches 2 & 3 as well as the  &  head unit buttons: 

1)  Use  to select switch or button to assign a function to, e.g. 
‘Switch 3’. 

2)  Use  to select a menu function from dropdown list, e.g. ‘Next 
Line’ (for complete list – see above)

* Flight Pro only
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3) Repeat for remaining switch/buttons.

4)  Use  to select ‘OK’ & press 

Note  When remote switches are connected, 
Switch 1 controls ‘Enter’ function while 
Switch 4 dedicated to ‘Spread on/off’.

Hint  Configuring  to ‘New Job’ and  
to ‘Back2Back’ allows you to start a new 
job and create a “Back to Back” baseline 
in three button presses: , , 

Importing/Exporting a Menu
TM Flight allows you to export your menu configuration to a USB memory 
stick. You may then import it to automatically configure your menu.
To export a menu to USB, press  on the Configure Menu screen, 
select ‘Export’ and press . Use file browser to select a location to 
export to. Menu will be exported as .txt file.
To import a menu, press  on the Configure Menu screen, select 
‘Import’ and press . Use file browser to select file.

Hint  Once a menu is exported you can change the file name using your PC’s 
file browser, allowing you to have more than one menu on your USB 
memory stick.

Shifting/Deleting Menu Options
To change the location of menu options, the simplest method is to clear 
all menu options and start again. Press , select ‘Clear Menu’ and 
press .
Alternatively, highlight the menu choice you wish to shift, and replace it with a 
blank. This returns it to the list of available choices for placement elsewhere.

fig 6.2.1
Configure Menu 

‘Shortcuts’ screen
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7.0 Aircraft Setup
Before flying ensure you have configured the TM Flight unit to work 
correctly with your aircraft. 
On the Menu screen, highlight ‘Aircraft Setup’ and press 

7.1  Type
TM Flight is set by default to single boom operation. If you are using 
multi-booms with a VL-23 controller (Flight Pro only), press  to 
highlight ‘Type’ and use  to select ‘VL-23’.

fig 7.0 Aircraft Setup  
screen  
(single boom)
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7.2  Spread Width
If using a single boom press  to highlight ‘Spread Width’ then 
press  to bring up the onscreen keyboard and enter a value (in metres/
ft) then press . If using multi-booms (Flight Pro only) enter values 
for each boom section as above. Use  to move between sections.

Hint:   If you have remote switches connected, you can cycle widths up and 
down by pressing ‘Switch 2’ and ‘Switch 3’ (Flight Pro only)

7.3  Total Overlap
Set your spreading overlap in metres or feet. If you require a gap between 
your spreading, set a negative value in this field. When completed, 
highlight ‘OK’ and press .

7.4  Target Rate
Sets your target flow rate in litres per hectare – or (US) gallons per acre 
if your unit is set to ‘US Customary’ – when Autocal or Intelliflow units 
are connected.
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8.0 AB Lines
8.1 Setting an AB Line
Your AB line is a baseline for all lines flown inside a job. You can set an 
AB Line by flying it, or you can set it manually – if using a job outline 
– via your menu. 

Note  If using an outline, your AB Line will be bound by the outline, unless 
‘Bound by outlines’ is unchecked under Preferences (see 5.2.3).

8.1.1 Flying an AB Line
How you create an AB line depends on your guidance pattern (see 6.1).

a)  Back 2 Back

1 Start a New Job and press . If not using outlines – go to 
Step 3.

2 a)  Create outline by flying it (see 10.3.1c). Flightline will 
automatically be created along first edge of outline; or

 b)  Import outline into Job Geometry (see 10.3.1a)

3 On Menu screen, highlight Back 2 Back and press .

4 To create a new AB Line (replacing that created in 2a), fly 
along the path you want to use as your AB line, then either:

a)  Use  to highlight ‘Mark A’ and press . Press again 
to ‘Mark B’ when appropriate (fig 8.1a); or
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b)  Begin coverage – the unit will create your AB Line using 
the points where you begin and end coverage (fig 8.1b).

5 Your AB Line is now set (fig. 8.1b).
6 Having covered your first flightline, move to Next Line by 

pressing switch (see 13.4) or press , highlight ‘Next Line’,  
press , then  to return to Flight screen.

7 Commence spreading your next line.

Note 1 If you are flying without an outline, these instructions are the same, except 
there is no limit to the number of times you can press ‘Next Line’

fig 8.1a
AB Line with outline

fig 8.1b
AB Line set using coverage  

& without outline

b)  RT ABC & RT C Pivot

These guidance patterns automatically create a racetrack to suit your aircraft 
(see 6.1.1). They require an ‘AB’ and a ‘C’ line:

1 As with Back 2 Back (above) a) use default AB Line or, b) 
mark points A & B or, c) use coverage to create your own AB 
line.

2 As you turn across the job the TM Flight unit will continually 
update your closest flightline. Select an appropriate flightline. 
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3 a) Use  to highlight ‘Mark C’ and then press , OR:
 b) Spread on (and off) while flying second flightline (fig. 8.2).

4 The unit will create a racetrack using your C line as its mid-line 
(RT ABC) or outermost flightline (RT Pivot). 

5 Press . Highlight ‘Next Line’ and press , then  
to return to Flight screen.

6 Commence spreading your next flightline.

Note RT C Pivot option only works when there is no outline created

fig 8.2    RT ABC     Setting a C line

c)  RT Half Field 1 & RT Half Field 2

These guidance patterns require an AB and a C Line (for descriptions, see 
6.1.1).

1 As with Back 2 Back (above), use default AB Line or mark 
points A & B to create your own AB line.

2 Create a C line by spreading the line furthest from your AB 
line i.e. the job’s opposite boundary.

3 Press . Highlight ‘Next Line’ and press , then  
to return to Flight screen.

4 Commence spreading your next line.
Note   RT Half Field options only operate when not using a job outline.
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d)  Multi-AB-std & Multi-AB-alt  (Flight Pro only)

Allows you to set up to six AB lines when flying multiple fields at once. 
This pattern operates without outlines or when ‘Bound by Outlines’ is 
unticked (see 5.2.3)

Multi-AB-std:  Flightlines will be flown Back 2 Back and will 
advance in selected direction (see Preferences 5.2.3). 

Multi-AB-alt: Flightlines will be flown Back 2 Back with the 1st, 
3rd & 5th lines advancing in selected direction and the 
2nd, 4th and 6th advancing in the other (see 5.2.3).

1 Start a new job and press . On Menu screen highlight ‘Multi-
AB-std’ and press .

2 Select a boundary of the area you intend to fly. Fly this edge and 
commence spreading. The unit will treat your completed line as your 
first AB Line.

3 Repeat Step 2) up to 5 times, then highlight ‘Finish’ & press 

4 Select ‘Next Line’ or ‘Previous Line’ to move the flightlines for 
each field across simultaneously. As you fly each field, the lightbar 
will automatically shift to the next AB line.

fig 8.3
Setting  
AB lines in  
Multi-AB-std

AB Line 1 AB Line 2 AB Line 3

See Videos #11: ‘Flying Multi-baselines’ &
#14: ‘Flying Center-Pivot Fields’ 

Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Multi-baselines’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfscIb3SS28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfscIb3SS28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfscIb3SS28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kup7bVVOwH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kup7bVVOwH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kup7bVVOwH8
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8.1.2 Setting an AB Line ‘manually’
If you are flying a job with outlines, the TM Flight unit allows you to set 
an AB Line manually. There are 2 ways to set a manual flightline:

Note You cannot set AB Lines manually for RT Half Field or RT Pivot, as 
these patterns do not use job outlines.

SELECT EDGE

Allows you to manually select an edge of your outline to use as an AB line.

1 Configure your menu screen (see Section 6.1.2) to include the 
‘Select Edge’ menu option. 

2 Highlight ‘Select Edge’ on the Menu screen and press 
3 On the Select Edge screen (fig 8.4), either:

 a)  Use  to highlight outline 
window, then  to shift the 
crosshairs onto your selected AB 
Line edge, or:

 b)  Use  to highlight dialogue 
box at bottom, then  to select 
‘Next edge’ or ‘Prev edge’. Press 

 to cycle through edges.
 c) Select ‘Optimum’ to identify 

edge(s) that will produce fewest 
number of flightlines.

4 Highlight ‘Finish’, press  to 
return to the Flight screen.

5 a)  If flying Back 2 Back, go from 
8.1.1 a), Step 5.

fig 8.4  Select Edge

See Video #15: ‘Select Edge Menu Option’  
Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Select Edge’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VF-dX4eaXlw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VF-dX4eaXlw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VF-dX4eaXlw
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 b)  RT ABC and RT Squeeze require an AB line and a C line. On the 
Flight screen, use  to highlight ‘Use existing’ & press 

 c) Create a C line by spreading the line furthest from your AB line 
i.e. the job’s opposite boundary.

3 Press . Highlight ‘Next Line’ and press , then  to 
return to Flight screen.

5 Commence spreading your next line.

SET HEADING

Allows you to select the direction of your flightlines using co-ordinates.

1 Configure your menu (see 6.1.2) to include the ‘Set Heading’ 
option. Highlight this option on the Menu screen and press 

.

2 When the ‘Set Line Heading’ dialogue box appears, press  
to bring up onscreen keyboard. 

3 Use  to select a value (0–360) and press . Note that your 
first flightline (your AB Line) will align to the outline edge that 
allows you to move in the direction selected in Preferences 
(see 5.2.3). 

4 Press  then  to return to the Flight screen.

5 Proceed as from Step 4 above (Select Edge).

Note:  Available only when flying with a job outline.

fig 8.5  

Set Line 
Heading
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9.0 Managing Jobs
To view a previous job or resume one, highlight ‘Manage Jobs’ on your 
Menu screen and press . If you are currently flying a job, you will 
need to enter ‘Stop job’ first.

9.1 Customers
9.1.1  Creating a customer
On the Menu screen highlight ‘Customers’ and press . On the 
Customers screen press  and select ‘Create’ from the dropdown 

fig 9.1
Manage Jobs  

screen
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menu. Accept default customer name or press  to bring up the onscreen 
keyboard and enter new name. When done press  then highlight ‘OK’ 
and press .
To alter existing customer’s name, select customer you wish to rename and 
press . Select ‘Details’, then . Use  to highlight ‘Name’. 
Enter new name as above. This screen also provides general customer 
details.

9.1.2  Deleting a customer
Having selected the customer you wish to delete, press  and select 
‘Delete’, then press . When prompted, select ‘OK’.

9.2  Jobs
The Manage Jobs screen is where you can find information on all the jobs 
you have flown.

9.2.1  Viewing a job
When you have selected a customer in the Manage Jobs dialogue, press 

 to highlight the jobs flown for that customer. Use  to cycle 
through the list of jobs flown. A preview of the selected job will appear in 
the lower pane. You may alter the way jobs are viewed by pressing  
and selecting ‘Preview’, then:

Maximise Fits the current job to the whole screen. Press  to 
restore Manage Jobs screen.

Fit coverage Zooms to fit existing coverage to the view screen.

Fit geometry Fits job outline (if using) to view screen

When preview image is highlighted, use  and  to adjust view. 
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9.2.2   Job information
To access information about a flown job: select job from list as in 9.2.1, 
then press  and select ‘Details’. The Job Details screen provides 
the following options:

Description
Name To name a job, use  to highlight ‘Name’ and 

press  to bring up on-screen keyboard. Use  and 
 to select characters. When done press  then 

highlight ‘OK’ and press 

Order # Add an order number to your job details, as with 
‘Name’ above.

Comment    Add comments about the selected job into this field, as 
with ‘Name’ above.

Summary
On the Job Details main screen, highlight ‘Description/Summary’ and 
press  to access ‘Summary’.
This screen provides you with a time signature, actual coverage area (plus 
coverage including overlap) and distance traveled (plus distance spread).

9.2.3  Resuming a job
To resume flying a job, select job as in 9.2.1. Press , select ‘Task’, 
then ‘Resume’ and press . You will return to the Flight screen and 
the selected job.
To resume a job and apply new coverage, but not lose previous information, 
select ‘Task’, then ‘New application’. The unit will copy the previous 
job’s geometry into a new job, with the name ‘PreviousName(1)’. ‘New 
Application’ can also be added to your menu screen by adding it in the 
Menu setup process (see 6.1.2).
If you simply wish to resume a job without any previous coverage, select 
‘Task’, then ‘Remove Application’ and press . This will retain the 
existing job name. 
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9.2.4    Deleting a job
To delete a job, select the job you wish to delete as in 9.2.1. Press 
. Select ‘Delete’, then ‘Job selection’ and press . Select ‘OK’  when 
prompted.

Hint: To select several jobs simultaneously, press  and select ‘Select’, 
then check the ‘Multi-select’ box by pressing . Highlight desired 
jobs by pressing 

9.2.5   Finding a job
Having selected a customer, press  and select ‘Find’. Press  to 
bring up onscreen keyboard and enter a job name. 

9.3 Importing Customers & Jobs
You can import collections of customers and jobs directly into your TM 
Flight unit. 
These are either: 

a)  Template (.ttz) files created in TracLink (Flight Pro only); or 

b)  .trz files that have been exported by another TM Flight unit 
(after coverage has been added to a .ttz file), which can be sent 
to other head units to continue adding coverage.

Note   Head units must be set to the same Map projection or .trz files cannot be 
transferred between them.

9.3.1  Importing wirelessly  (Flight Pro only)

This option appears once your Flight Pro unit has been wirelessly synced 
to TracLink using the ‘Wireless’ button on the main menu. The ‘Wireless’ 
button appears when a unit is connected to a wireless modem (see 11.0).
The ‘TracLink’ button appears once wireless syncing is complete. To 
access TracLink job list, highlight ‘TracLink’ button and press . If 
there are any files allocated to your Flight Pro head unit, tick them to add 
them to your list of jobs in the appropriate customer (fig 9.2).
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To view added jobs, go to Manage Jobs screen and select the appropriate 
customer.
To ‘resume’ a job, highlight the job and press , select ‘Task’, then 
‘Resume’ and press . You will return to the Flight screen and the 
selected job. 
Upon completion, jobs can be exported back to TracLink from the Manage 
Jobs screen by pressing , and selecting ‘Export’.

9.3.2  Importing from USB
You may import customers (and associated jobs) directly from USB. 
These have either been created in TracLink, or on another TM Flight 
unit. 
When USB is attached to the unit, the ‘USB Drive’ option appears on the 
main menu. Select this and press . Use the file browser to select desired 
file.
Once imported, these files appear under their customer names on your unit’s 
Manage Jobs screen.

fig 9.2
Import Wireless  
screen
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10.0 Geometry, Maps 
& Outlines 

Geometry
TM Flight units allow you to import your own GIS map information 
or ‘geometry’. This includes ‘Outlines’ and (if using Flight Pro) other 
information such as ‘Lines’ and ‘Markers’. Outlines may also be created 
manually (see 10.3c).
The unit accepts both Google Earth (.kml) and ESRI (.shp, .shx, .dbf) 
shape files. These may be imported wirelessly or from USB into: 

1) Background* Shows on all customers & jobs, but does not provide 
Lightbar guidance. Situational awareness only.

2) Customers*  Shows on all jobs under a customer. Does not 
provide Lightbar guidance. Situational awareness.

3) Jobs  Affects single jobs. Provides Lightbar guidance.

GIS items
There are four types of GIS geometry: 

Outline  Polygons which, when imported into a ‘Job’ become job 
outlines (see 10.3) that guide your coverage via the lightbar. 
When used in ‘Customer’ or ‘Background’ maps (Flight 
Pro only) outlines provide general situational awareness. 
To import outlines to a job see 10.3; to create an outline 
manually, see 10.3.1c; to use as a ‘Fly to’ destination 
(Flight Pro only) see 10.3.4. 

See Video #9: ‘Importing Simple Geometry’  
& Video #10: ‘Importing Complex Geometry’  

Youtube.com – search: ‘Tracmap Import Geometry’

* Flight Pro only

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qJ5vAITJXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qJ5vAITJXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qJ5vAITJXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncEkLWYbfVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncEkLWYbfVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncEkLWYbfVA
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fig 10.1 Background Geometry 
‘Marker’ page

Void*  Void is a special type of polygon available only in ‘Jobs’ to 
indicate areas that should not receive coverage. They must 
be imported separately into ‘Job’ geometry.

Line*  When used in ‘Customer’ or ‘Background’ maps, lines 
provide situational awareness, e.g. roads, transmission 
lines.  In a ‘Job’, lines may be used to ‘Fly along’ (see 
10.3.4).

Marker* Also known as ‘waypoints’. Can be used to navigate 
using the ‘Fly to’ function (see 10.3.4), or used to mark 
hazards, towns, airfields and any other POI. Can be 
created while flying (see 10.1.5).

10.1  Background Maps  (Flight Pro only)
A simple way to import geometry to the unit is the ‘Backgrnd Map’ 
menu function. This geometry will be available on all jobs flown and 
all customers. It is background information only and does not provide 
Lightbar guidance (to import geometry for guidance, see Section 10.3.).

To access Background Geometry screen, highlight ‘Backgrnd Map’ on 
Menu screen ( ) and press . If you are importing geometry wirelessly 
ensure ‘Wireless’ option on Menu screen has been activated by connecting a 
wireless modem to the USB port.
On Background Geometry screen, use  to 
shift between tab sections. To toggle visibility 
of whole section check/uncheck tick box (at 
top of screen) by pressing .

10.1.1  Importing geometry
To import geometry items:

1.  Geometry for ‘Outlines’, ‘Lines’ and 
‘Markers’ must be imported separately. 
Select from ‘Outline’, ‘Line’ or 
‘Marker’ tabs on the Background 

* Flight Pro only
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Geometry screen (fig 10.1). Press 
.

2.  Select ‘Import’, then use file browser 
(fig 10.2) to select USB or wireless file 
location (ensure you have correct file 
type under ‘Format’ at bottom: ESRI 
(.shp) or .kml). Press . This will 
open browser box showing all shapes 
in file.

Note: Geometry can only be imported 
wirelessly if Flight Pro unit has been 
synced using the ‘Wireless’ Menu 
item (see Section 11.0).

3.  Highlight list using  (fig 10.3) 
then press . Select desired items 
to import  by highlighting ‘Select’, then 
‘All’ or ‘None’ or ‘Multi-select’ using 

 (see ‘Hint’ in 9.2.5). All items are 
selected by default.

4.  You may set properties (‘colour’, 
‘visible’, ‘filled’) for geometry overall, 
or alter individually once imported   – see 
below. You may also choose the name 
used for each shape under ‘Attribute’.

10.1.2 Exporting  Background Geometry
As above, but perform Step 3 before Step 2. Then press  and select 
‘Export’. Use file browser to select location for export.

10.1.3  Properties
To adjust properties of geometry items select from ‘Outline’, ‘Line’ or 
‘Marker’ tabs on Geometry screen using . 
To toggle visibility of all geometry items under that tab, use  to un/

fig 10.3 Import Outlines        
(‘All’ selected)

fig 10.2 File browser
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check box on tab itself. To view properties, highlight desired geometry 
item using  and press . Select ‘Properties’ and press 
Select from ‘Name’, ‘Colour’, and ‘Filled’, and press  to toggle or 
select. When finished, highlight ‘Okay’, press 

Note  Background and customer geometry is dark gray to distinguish from job 
geometry. Color settings are retained if job geometry is imported from 
customer geometry (see 10.3).

10.1.4  Options
TM Flight units allow you to prevent geometry being drawn when zoomed 
too far out to be useful. Press  under ‘Outline’, ‘Line’ or ‘Marker’ 
tabs and select ‘Options’. Check ‘Enable’ box to turn limiting on by pressing 

, and enter object size limit (in metres) with onscreen keyboard.
Check ‘Thick Lines’ box to increase visibility of geometry on Flight screen. 
Any objects below this size will not be drawn when the Navigation and 
Map Preview screens are zoomed out.

10.1.5  Create Marker
You can also create GPS markers as you fly. 
Ensure your menu (or shortcut key) is configured 
to include ‘Create Marker’ (see 6.1.2). Select 
this option on your menu and press .
Choose marker’s name, colour, symbol 
and visibility (fig 10.4). To set a position 
other than your current location, change 
the marker’s Latitude and Longitude by 
selecting ‘Edit’, then choose one of three 
formats: decimal degrees; degrees and 
decimal minutes, or degrees, minutes and 
decimal seconds.
Also select whether the marker will appear 
on all backgrounds; on one customer; or 
a specific job (see dropdown menu at 
bottom of Create Marker screen). 
Highlight ‘OK’ and press .

fig 10.4   Create marker dialogue

See Video #7 ‘Markers’  
Youtube.com – ‘Tracmap Markers’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_9qQ--GjSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_9qQ--GjSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_9qQ--GjSg
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10.2   Customer geometry  (Flight Pro only)
Customer geometry does not provide Lightbar guidance when flying – it 
is  background information only. You may also use Customer geometry 
as a source of outlines, lines and markers – to copy into Job geometry, 
instead of copying from a USB stick. A typical use of Customer geometry 
would be  to store a farm or forestry map.
To view customer geometry, select ‘Customers’ on Menu screen. Then 
select customer using , press  and select ‘Geometry’. 

10.2.1.  Importing customer geometry
Import geometry files to a customer as for Background Maps (see 10.1). 
Geometry will appear on all jobs flown for that customer.

10.2.2.  Exporting customer geometry
As for Background Maps, follow import process, but perform Step 3 
before Step 2. Then press  and select ‘Export’. Use file browser to 
select location for export. Press  to create a new sub-directory.

10.2.3.  Properties
The properties of Customer geometry are accessed as for Background 
geometry. 

Note  Properties of Customer outlines behave differently than Background 
and Job outlines. Although  ‘Fill’ option is available in Customer 
outline properties, no fill is shown on navigation screen (in order to 
avoid obscuring job geometry). Default state for Customer outlines is a 
grey outline boundary indicating no fill. If a Customer outline is filled, 
navigation page will show a black outline boundary rather than grey. If 
Customer outlines are copied to Job outlines, fill will be displayed on the 
navigation screen, with outline boundary colour matching the fill colour.

10.2.4.  Options
As for Background geometry.
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10.3   Job geometry (Flight Pro only*)
Job geometry provides guidance for your coverage and flying via the 
Lightbar. As with customers, job geometry is arranged into ‘Outline’, 
‘Line’ and ‘Marker’, with the addition of ‘Voids’.

Void ‘No spreading’ zones. Your lightbar will direct you to avoid 
spreading in these areas; flightlines will be red rather than green.

Use  to shift between item tabs. To toggle visibility of shapes (except 
Outline & Void), highlight tab and press  to tick/untick box.

10.3.1.  Creating job geometry
There are three ways to add geometry to a job:

A)  Import to ‘Job Geometry’ screen

As with background (and customer) geometry, you can import geometry 
into a job from the  Job Geometry screen (see 10.1). 
To access Job Geometry screen, go to Manage Jobs screen, highlight 
desired job from list and press , then select ‘Geometry’. On Job 
Geometry screen, select ‘Outline’, ‘Void’, ‘Line’ or ‘Marker’ tab, press 

, select ‘Import’, then either ‘From File’ or ‘From Customer’. 

Importing from•  File follows same process as importing geometry to 
Customer or Background Map. 
Importing from • Customer is appropriate when you have complex 
multi-polygon SHP files (e.g. a farm map) and you only want to select 
some of the customer outlines for use with a specific job. Having 
imported the entire geometry file to customer, this function allows 
you to view and select individual polygons by using  to move the 
cursor over them and pressing  (or  if using Multi-Select).

To view job geometry on Flight screen once imported (and use it for guidance) 
you must ‘Resume’ job (see 9.2.3).

* For Flight Lite geometry, see 10.4
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B)  Import directly from USB

You may import outline geometry to a job directly from the main menu. 
This process automatically creates a new job.
When USB is attached to the unit, the ‘USB Drive’ option appears on the 
main menu. Select this and press . Use the file browser to select desired 
geometry file (Google earth (.kml) files, or ESRI (.shp and .shz) files).
When ‘New Job’ dialogue appears, select customer under which job 
will be created. If required, name job using onscreen keyboard. When 
complete, highlight ‘OK’ and press .
On Import Outline screen, select desired polygons to import using  
to move the cursor over them and pressing  (or  if using Multi-
Select). When complete, highlight ‘OK’ and press .

C)  Create Outline/Void manually

You can create a job outline or void 
(no spread zone) manually by adding 
‘Create Outline’ or ‘Create Void’ to 
your menu items (see 6.1.2)

1. Select ‘Create Outline’ on menu. 

2 On Create Outline screen use 
 to highlight ‘Add point’. 

3 Fly boundary of your job, pressing 
 at each corner to mark the 

job’s outline. Remove unwanted 
points by highlighting ‘Delete 
Point’ and pressing 

4 When all points of your job are 
marked highlight ‘Finish’ and 
press . fig 10.5  Create Outline Screen

See Video #3: ‘Creating a Job Outline’  
Youtube.com – search ‘Tracmap Create Outline’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlTWZBUmP3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlTWZBUmP3E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlTWZBUmP3E
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5 The unit will complete the outline and set a default AB Line to the 
first edge flown. To create your own AB Line, see 8.2 below.

6 Press 

Note 1 ‘Voids’ (no-spread zones) can be created in the same way using ‘Create 
Void’ Menu option. Adding buffer to a Void increases the size of the void. 
Alternatively, create a Point Void (see Section 6.1.2)

Note 2 Zoom buttons are disabled while creating a job outline.

10.3.2.  Exporting job geometry
As for customer geometry.

10.3.3.  Properties
To adjust characteristics of geometry items (e.g. colour, fill) select 
‘Outline’, ‘Line’ or ‘Marker’ tabs. Highlight desired geometry item 
using  and press . Select ‘Properties’ and press . 
Use  to select from ‘Name’, ‘Colour’, and ‘Filled’, and press 

 to toggle or select. When finished, highlight ‘Okay’, press 

Note ‘Void’ properties also includes the ‘Active’ check-box, allowing you to turn 
void zones on and off. Active voids are red; inactive voids are orange.

Note 2    Job outlines must always remain visible – there is no ‘Visibility’ check 
box in job Properties. ‘Fill’ can be toggled.

10.3.4.  ‘Fly to’/ ’Fly along’
TM Flight allows you to set a ‘Fly to’ 
bearing with markers and outlines. Select 
an item on the Job Geometry panel, press 

 and select ‘Fly to’. You will be 
taken to the Navigation screen (see fig 
10.6). 
The ‘Fly along’ function may be used to 
commence a job: Select desired line on 
Geometry screen, press  and select 

fig 10.6  Navigation ‘Fly to’ screen
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‘Fly Along’. This creates an intial flightline that will provide lightbar 
guidance for spreading, using ‘Current Bearing’, ‘Next Bearing’ and 
‘Change Bearing’ for guidance (see 4.1.1 for Lightbar setup). 

10.3.5  Set Buffer  
Creates an exclusion zone around the inside of an outline or the outside 
of a void to ensure containment of product. Flight lines and Lightbar will 
indicate no coverage for these buffered zones.

Note  If buffer fills outline completely or creates multiple shapes, unit will 
indicate that the shape(s) could not be buffered. To prevent this, use a 
smaller buffer that does not completely fill the shape, or a large buffer 
that fills in smaller areas, leaving a single active area. Alternatively break 
shape into smaller shapes that can be buffered.

10.4  Prescription Maps
A prescription map is an ESRI shape file used with a flow controller 
such as an Intelliflow or Autocal (see 5.1.2) to specify variable rates of 
application. This allows the flow controller to respond automatically to 
the rate specified for the outline over which the aircraft is flying.  
Two attributes are required in the ESRI file to fully specify the rate: TM_
Rate and TM_Units. The rate is entered in the ‘Rate’ column, while the 
units are specified in the ‘Units’ column.  Both are case sensitive. The 
value 402 denotes litres/ha and 404 denotes USgallons/ac.
Target Rates can be displayed in a job by adding Target Flowrate to the 
Info Panels displayed on the flight screen (see 5.2.2).
You can import prescription maps to jobs in the same way as other job 
outlines (see 10.3.1). When Prescription Map jobs are exported, the .zip 
file contains a flowrates.csv file that has columns containing:

Timestamp (ISO8601 with UTC offset )• 
Latitude• 

See Video #7: ‘Markers & Fly-To Function’  
Youtube.com – search ‘Tracmap Markers’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_9qQ--GjSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_9qQ--GjSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_9qQ--GjSg
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Longitude• 
Actual Flow Rate (litres/ha or gallons/ac)• 
Target Flow Rate (litres/ha or gallons/ac)• 

10.4 Job Outlines – Flight Lite
The only geometry available in Flight Lite are outlines (see above). 
Outlines are only used within active jobs, and only a single outline can 
be used within each job. 
Outlines are created in the same way as Flight Pro (10.1.3c) when the 
menu item ‘Create Outline’ has been added to your Menu (see 6.1.2).
Outlines can also be imported to a job when the menu item ‘Import 
Outline’ has been added to your menu (see 6.1.2). To import an outline:

1. Connect USB to to the head unit USB dongle. 

2. Use file browser to locate the outline file you wish to import – 
ESRI (shp) or Google Earth (.kml) format.  Highlight file and 
press ‘OK’.

3. The outline will be imported into the current job, and used to 
provide lightbar guidance during spreading (see 4.1.1 and 8.1.2).

10.5 Exporting Data
You are able to save complete details of current customers as well as 
specific job selections onto a USB storage device. 

1. Connect USB device to connector.
2. On Manage Jobs screen select a job (see 9.2.1) or press  

and choose ‘Select’, then ‘All’ to select all jobs from a customer. 
To export a selection of jobs, select ‘Multi-select’, then press 

 to return to Manage Jobs screen. 
3. Use  to highlight job list, then use  to highlight jobs 

for to export and  to select.
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4. Press  and select ‘Export’ then ‘USB Drive’ or ‘Wireless’
6. On file browser screen use  to navigate to the folder on the 

device where you wish to store the information. 
7. The Coordinates option selects whether the shape files created 

will contain coordinates in WGS-84 or the currently selected 
UTM projection. Change between the two by pressing  

8.  Select ‘OK’ and press  

A folder will be created for each job, containing the following files:

1.  A .kmz file, allowing you to view coverage in Google Earth

2.  A .trz file, allowing you to transfer the job to another TracMap 
unit that uses the same map projection (e.g. in another aircraft), 
or upload to TracMap’s TracLink internet mapping service

3.  AND (depending on whether you have selected to zip exported files 
– see 5.1.5) the following as individual files or a single zip file:

A job outline as a set of SHP files as polygon(s). • 
Coverage for each application as a set of SHP files as • 
polygon(s). 
Secondary log as a set of SHP files containing markers • 
(waypoints) showing travel between coverage (secondary)
A text file containing a summary of the job (summary.txt)• 
A flowrates.csv file containing any flowrates recorded by an • 
attached flow controller.

Exported jobs can be:

Used to generate a coverage map on a PC• 

Uploaded to TracLink – TracMap’s internet mapping system • 
(Flight Pro only)

Uploaded to another TM Flight head unit• 
Note  While exporting an entire job the lightbar LED’s may flash, depending on 

the number of jobs in the job. This will cause no harm to any data.
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11.0  Wireless Data 
& Live Tracking 
(Flight Pro only)

11.1 Requirements
To use wireless data sending you must:

Be subscribed to the TracMap’s TracLink internet mapping service• 
Have a compatible cellular data modem connected to your headunit• 

Plus, in order to have live tracking you must:
Have enabled Live Tracking (see • Section 5.1.5)

To find out more about these options, and for detailed instructions on the 
use of the TracLink system, contact your local distributor.

11.2  Wireless data transfer
Wireless data sending uses a cellular modem to transfer coverage maps, 
shape files, and job templates to and from the TracMap unit, as an 
alternative to using a USB memory stick. Anything that you can transfer 
by a USB memory device can also be achieved using wireless transfer.
When you are outside of cellular coverage, the data will be stored and 
sent automatically when cellular coverage resumes.
All wireless data is stored in a temporary folder on the TracMap unit 
(titled ‘Wireless’) and is accessed for copying files (e.g. job outlines) in 
the same way as data is copied to and from a USB memory device. Control 
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of the data stored in the Wireless folder (such as adding or deleting files) 
is achieved from the TracLink website.
Data can only be transferred using the TracMap TracLink internet 
website.

11.2  Live Tracking
When live tracking is enabled (Unit setup 5.1.5), every change in your 
position, direction, and speed is captured and stored.
When you are within cellular coverage, this information is transmitted at 
two- or six-minute intervals to the TracMap TracLink website, where it 
can be viewed (see fig. 11.1)
When you are outside cellular coverage, your last known position is 
displayed on the TracLink website until the aircraft returns into cellular 
coverage. The stored tracking information is then transmitted and 
displayed. A 24hour track history is retained and displayed.

fig 11.1  The TracMap TracLink website – showing the 
recent movements of a Flight Pro unit.
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12 Troubleshooting
This section describes problems that may be encountered and possible 
solutions.

Menu option not working
Some menu options are only designed to work in conjunction with certain 
functions, e.g. outlines, etc. Check the relevant section of the manual for 
information about the limitations of certain menu options.

No GPS fix
This may be caused either by poor satellite reception, or by a faulty data 
connection. To determine the cause, first move the receiver to a location 
with a clear view of the sky. Press  to access Satellite screen.

If the screen resembles fig 12.1a and there are no satellite numbers shown, 
then the most likely cause is an incorrectly wired or configured GPS. 
Refer to Appendix B and check wiring.

fig 12.1a
No GPS connected

fig 12.1c
Poor reception

fig 12.1b
No satellites
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If the screen looks more like fig 12.1b, then the GPS is wired correctly, 
but no GPS fix has been acquired yet. It may require somewhere between 
30 and 60 seconds for the receiver to acquire its first fix. If the screen 
looks more like fig 12.1c then reception is poor, e.g. PDOP is 8.7. Make 
sure the antenna is located in a suitable position, as per the manufacturers 
recommendations, and that it has a clear view of the sky. 
For the TracMap TMR-200 receiver, the antenna must be located 
externally, and clear of the rotor arc when installed on a helicopter.

PDOP Values
Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) describes the geometric strength 
of satellite configuration on GPS accuracy. When visible GPS satellites 
are close together in the sky, the geometry is said to be weak and the 

table 12    PDOP values

DOP  Rating  Description

1  Ideal  The highest possible confidence level to be used 
for applications demanding the highest possible 
precision at all times

2-3  Excellent  At this confidence level, positional measurements 
are considered accurate enough to meet all but 
the most sensitive applications

4-6  Good  Represents a level that marks the minimum ap-
propriate for making business decisions. Positional 
measurements could be used to make reliable 
inroute navigation suggestions to user

7-8  Moderate  Positional measurements could be used for 
calculations, but the fix quality could still be 
improved. A more open view of the sky is recom-
mended

9-20  Fair  Represents a low confidence level. Positional 
measurements should be discarded or used only 
to indicate a very rough estimate of the current 
location

21-50  Poor  At this level, measurements are inaccurate by 
as much as 300 metres with a 6 metre accurate 
device (50 DOP * 6m) and should be discarded
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DOP value is high; when far apart, the geometry is strong and the DOP 
value is low. Thus a low DOP value represents a better GPS positional 
accuracy due to the wider angular separation between the satellites used 
to calculate a GPS unit’s position. The table below shows the meaning of 
DOP values.

Spreading or digital inputs not working
Check the connections listed in Appendix D. There must be a voltage of 
over 3 V for the signal to be detected. 
If you are confident there is no wiring fault, then it is possible a protective 
fuse in the TracMap unit may have blown, which will require a return 
to factory.  This can occur if the there is insufficient spike protection in 
the wiring installation, and a voltage spike in excess of 200V has been 
created. This can often occur with worn solenoids (see Section 13.1)

Lightbar not working
This problem is often caused because lightbar model setting is incorrect. 
Check this in the Lightbar Setup dialog (see see 4.0 for more information). 
If the lightbar is still not working after changing the model, check the 
wiring on the lightbar cable. The lightbar will begin to flash if it has not 
received data from the head unit within 2 seconds.

Guidance LEDs move erratically
If the position of the guidance LEDs rapidly jumps back and forth, it may be 
due to poor satellite reception. First, check this by referring to the satellite 
page (see Overview). Setting the lightbar LED interval (Section 4.1) too 
low may also cause the LEDs to jump around. Since consecutive positions 
reported by an autonomous GPS can vary significantly (sometimes up to 2 
metres), it’s best not to set the interval much smaller than 1 m.

The USB drive is not ready
When USB flash drives are plugged in to TracMap head unit, they 
typically require about 5 to 10 seconds to “settle” before they can be 
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used. Wait a few seconds (without removing the USB drive) and then try 
again. If the problem persists, it may be that you are using a non-standard 
USB flash drive. This would normally only be a problem for very old 
models of USB drive (with capacities of 512 MB or less).

Unit performing slower than usual
Delete all unwanted jobs. As the unit reaches storage capacity performance 
decreases.

Cannot see job outline on screen
Check the Unit Setup screen (Section 5.0) to see what your View mode 
is set to. If ‘Autopan’ or ‘Track Up’, these modes center the aircraft on 
the Flight screen.

Unable to create flightline
Check that you are not trying to create a flightline outside the job outline (if 
a job outline exists) with ‘Bound by Outlines’ ticked under Preferences. 
Also check that the job outline has not been created with only one or two 
points present. The easiest way to check this is to start again.

Error exporting data
One or more files within the export are compromised. The export will 
proceed, but some files may not be usable. 

Error importing data
The most common cause of errors when importing are: 1) The map 
projection is set more than two UTM zones away from the location of the 
imported geometry. Check projection under Unit Setup – Map.  2) Shape 
files being imported are empty, e.g: a polygon has been saved in Google 
Earth containing no points, or the shape file has been corrupted.

Spread percentage is incorrect
If you have overlapping GPS geometry, the TM Flight unit will record 
coverage for both. Check your geometry overlaps.
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Unable to import geometry (Flight Pro only)
Check which tab you have active (Outline, Void, Line or Marker). If the 
file you are trying to import does not have information for that particular 
tab, you cannot import it. Check that you have the correct tab selected.

No VL-23 information
Check your wiring connections, then restart unit.

Unable to import/export wireless data (Flight Pro only)
Check your USB modem is connected to unit. Check that ‘Wireless’ 
menu option has been activated. Check cellular reception. If you have no 
cellular coverage, you will be unable to access wireless data.

If the wireless box at the bottom left of the screen is green, but there are 
no vertical bars to the right, this means you have cellular connection, but 
insufficient signal strength to transmit the data.

If there is good signal strength, it most likely means your headunit is not 
recognised by TracMap’s TracLink internet mapping and tracking site. 
Contact Tracmap.

Unit ID/Key Uninitialised
Contact Tracmap technical support for assistance with entering new Unit 
ID. You will still be able to use the unit as normal, but to access the 
Tracmap website and utilise wireless functions you must have an assigned 
Unit ID.
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13.0  Installation

13.1 Head Unit
The head unit can be attached to a suitable mounting bracket by four M4 
mounting screws supplied as part of your instruction kit. Connections are 
needed for the power supply, lightbar, GPS receiver, USB (optional) and 
digital inputs. Install TMW-1017 (fig 13.3) and TMW-1018 (fig 13.2) cables 
and VL27 termination box (fig 13.4) using the connection diagram (fig 13.1).

Note 1  If your ‘Spread On’ switch is connected to an inductive device such as a 
solenoid or relay, when it is switched off, a back EMF is generated by the 
collapsing magnetic field around the inductor. This back EMF can attain a 
surprisingly high voltage that may damage the Tracmap head unit’s electronics. 
The solution is to use a relay or double pole switch.

Note 2 ‘Spread On’ is the only switch option for Flight Lite

13.2 Lightbar
The LB16 lightbar is mounted inside the cockpit using the RAM mounting 
kit supplied. Alternatively, users may carefully dismantle the lightbar and 
attach a custom-made bracket in place of the attached ball on the back of 
the lightbar. For LB17 mounting information, please consult user guide.

Note TracMap accepts no responsibility for accidential damage resulting from 
dismantling the lightbar case to remove the RAM mounting ball.

WARNING:  VL27 ignition (+) wire must be grounded. Do not connect 
to 12v or 24v as may cause problems. Positive voltage to 
turn on.
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13.3 GPS
FlightPro connects to any GPS providing the baud rates and GPS 
sentences listed in Appendix A. If installing the TracMap TMR-100 GPS 
receiver, attach the GPS antenna by an SMA-type connector. For higher 
precision TracMap TMR-200 GPS receiver, the antenna must be fixed to 
the outside of the aircraft and, for helicopters with more than 2 blades, 
fitted outside of the blade arc.

Note In pre-2012 cables, if using TMR-200 receiver a wire must be cut to 
stop TracMap Head unit attempting to autodetect the baud rate as this 
interferes with GPS signal. Cut wire connected to Pin3 of DB9 connector. 
Unscrew connector and remove case. Once wires are exposed cut centre 
wire in top row and screw connector back together.

13.4 Remote Switches  (Flight Pro only)
This manual provides instructions for operating the TM Flight system 
using the head unit keypad. However, it is strongly recommended that (if 
you are using the Flight Pro system) you connect three remote switches 
to control the system via your stick.

The remote switches function in 3 ways:

On Flight screen:
Switch 1/Enter   Menu Screen
Switch 2  Whatever has been set under ‘Shortcuts’ 

(see 6.1), typically ‘Prev Line’.
Switch 3  Whatever has been set under ‘Shortcuts’ 

(see 6.1), typically ‘Next Line’.

On Flight screen - with action box at bottom (eg Job Outline):

Switch 1/Enter Activates 1st option (e.g. Cancel)
Switch 2 Activates 2nd option (e.g. add point)
Switch 3 Activates 3rd option (e.g. delete point)
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On Menu Screen:
Switch 1/Enter   Selects highlighted action
Switch 2  Scrolls down menu list
Switch 3 Scrolls up menu list

13.5 Connections Wiring
The digital inputs are used to detect whether the spreading (logging) 
switch is on and to control the menus. These inputs require a voltage of at 
least 3V to activate and can be pulled to 12 volts or 24 volts dc. Normally 
these are wired to the aircraft’s cyclic or joystick switches. On = 12/24 
volts and off = 0 volts. The digital input connections are described in 
detail in Appendix B.
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Fig 13.1: TMW-1018 Wiring diagram overlay
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Fig 13.2: TMW-1018 wiring diagram 
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Fig 13.3: TMW-1017 Wiring diagram

Fig 13.4:  VL-27 termination box 
connections
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14.0  Glossary
Definitions of the terms used in this manual

AB Line – provides an orientation for all flightlines inside a job – it is a 
baseline – see p38

AGL – Above Ground Level laser alitude system – see p22

Area Bar – the blue band at bottom of Flight screen that provides real-
time spread area coverage information – see p7

C Line – provides orientation for those Racetrack guidance patterns that 
require two AB Lines i.e. your ‘other’ AB Line – see p39

Compass – at the top of the flight screen, the compass directs you to 
the start of your next flightli  aft and personal flying preferences – see 
p27

Guideline – on the Flight screen, the line projecting from the nose of 
your aircraft – see p21

Head unit – the main body and screen of the TM Flight unit – see p4

Infopanel – the four readouts on the Flightscreen that can be configured 
to display a variety of flight and placement information – see p22

Job – a single coverage job, which may comprise multiple coverage 
areas – see p10
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Job Outline – imported or manually created geometry that establishes 
your job area. They are optional and allow the lightbar ‘traffic lights’ to 
warn you when to turn spreading on and off – see p49

Lightbar – the primary means of guidance, attached to the head unit, 
which can be configured to display a variety of flight and placement 
information – see p14

Map Projection – the regional GPS zone – see p19

Marker – GPS ‘flags’ that can be added to jobs and customers in order to 
indicate hazards, objects, destinations, etc. Also known as ‘Waypoint’ 
or ‘POI’ (Point of Interest)  – see p52

Menu – the configurable list of TM Flight functions by which the unit is 
operated – see p26

Outline (see Job Outline above)

Overlap – the amount by which one line of spreading overlaps with the 
next – see p37

PDOP – a measure of GPS accuracy – see p63.

Placement – the delivery of coverage over a given area.

Racetrack (RT) – any guidance pattern that follows an essentially 
circular or spiral, rather linear, shape – see p27

Remote switches – digital inputs for the direct control of spreading 
and TM Flight menus – see p69

Spread/Swath – the width of your aircraft’s coverage at any given 
time – see p37

Spreading – the state of your spreading being currently on or off.

Status bar – a multi-informational display at the bottom of the Flight 
screen – see p7
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Traffic lights – the three LED lights above the guidance lights on the 
Lightbar (see above), which indicate when to turn coverage on and 
off – see p15

Unit (see Head Unit above)

Voids – no-fly zones that can be created by the TM Flight unit or imported 
as geometry (Flight Pro only) – see p55
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Appendix A
Technical specifications

Operating voltage  8 - 32 V

Operating current  270 - 900 mA

Power consumption  7.3 - 13.8 W

GPS baud rates  9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200

GPS sentences  RMC    GSA   GSV

GPS supply voltage  5 V

GPS supply current  500 mA max

Digital input threshold  3 V
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Appendix B
Tracmap Head Unit Connections
Viewed from the back, the unit has three connectors which are numbered 
from top to bottom (fig B.1). The functions of each connector are:

Connector 1  
Powers the lightbar.

Connector 2  
Should be attached to the GPS 
receiver and/or digital inputs.

Connector 3  
Attaches to USB devices, e.g. 
memory sticks, keyboards.

Power supply
The unit will operate on any voltage between 8V and 32V. Power is 
supplied through the following pins on connector 1:

Pin  Function

11  Ground
12  Positive supply (8-32 V)

Table B.1:  
Power supply

10

9

1 8

2 7

11 12

3 6

4 5

10

9

1 8

2 7

11 12

3 6

4 5

10

9

1 8

2 7

11 12

3 6

4 5

Connector 1

Power and lightbar

Connector 2

GPS and digital in

Connector 3

USB
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Lightbar
The Lightbar is connected via an RS-485 interface on connector 1. Power 
is not available from the head unit and must be supplied separately. The 
following pins are used:

Pin  Function

5  RS-485 (A/-)
6  RS-485 (B/+)

GPS receiver
Connector 2 supplies power to and receives data from the GPS receiver. 
Power supplied is 5V. Data is received via an RS-232 interface. Any GPS 
receiver that produces an RMC sentence can be used, provided the baud 
rate matches one of those supported by the head unit (see Appendix A). 
Relevant pins on connector 2 are:

Pin  Function

9  GPS TxD (data to GPS receiver)
10  GPS RxD (data from GPS receiver)
11  Ground
12  Positive supply to GPS receiver (5V)

Digital inputs
Digital inputs are used to detect whether the spreading is on, and to 
control menus. Inputs are opto-isolated and require a voltage of at least 3 
V to activate. Relevant pins on connector 2 are:

Table B.2:  
Lightbar pins

Table B.3:  
GPS pins
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Pin  Function  

1  Switch 1/Enter (+)*
2  Switch 1/Enter (-)*
3  Switch 2/Next Line (+)*
4  Switch 2/Next Line (-)*
5  Switch 3/Prev Line (+)*
6  Switch 3/Prev Line (-)*
7  Spreading (+)
8  Spreading (-)

The menu inputs will activate the first, second and third items on the menu 
when a pulse is detected on the input. The spreading switch is assumed to 
be on while a voltage is applied to the spreading inputs

USB
The supplied USB cable plugs into connector 3 (nearest the base) and 
allows you to attach memory sticks and keyboards. A USB hub may be 
attached to this cable if you wish to use a keyboard and memory stick at 
the same time.

Table B.4:  
Digital input  
pins

* Flight Pro only
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Appendix C
Map projections

  Fig C.1 Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zones

Figure C.1 shows the division of the globe into Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) zones. The north zone includes rows N to X, while the 
south zone covers rows C to M. 
In addition, the head unit also supports the following special map 
projections:

• New Zealand Map Grid
• New Zealand Transverse Mercator 2000
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Appendix D
Compatible devices
Your TracMap unit supports a range of spreading equipment.
The I/O tab (under Unit Setup) lists the serial devices that can be 
connected to the Tracmap unit and allows you to enter settings for some 
of them (AB100, Intelliflow, VL-26), as well as monitor inputs.

AUTOBOOMS (TMAB-100A & TMAB-100C)

Auto Booms automatically controls attached devices (e.g. fertilizer 
spreaders, sprayers, helicopter buckets, cameras). 
Both the 100A and the 100C override the manual switch to which they 
are connected, preventing its action (e.g. release of product or camera 
activation) until three further conditions are met:

Speed above 16 knots Aircraft speed above 16 knots
Offline less than tolerance Aircraft is less than the Offline Tolerance 

distance from the flightline, entered by 
the operator in the dialogue below.

Over spread zone Aircraft is within the boundary of a Job 
outline.

These conditions are also listed in the diagnostic info on the Autobooms 
setup page. To access this, select Autobooms as the serial device on the 
I/O tab and press . The options shown are AutoBooms Setup 
and Monitor Port. Highlight Autobooms Setup and press . Enter 
values for:

Offline tolerance How far the aircraft can be offline before 
the device is inactive.

Forward projection   Compensation for the delay until falling 
product hits the ground.
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Access the onscreen keyboard ( ) then use  and  to enter values 
in each field.  To save your settings, use  to highlight ‘OK’ and 
press . 

Pulse Mode (TMAB-100C)  Used in applications with pulsed release 
of product (e.g. helicopter bucket) or 
camera with on/off switch toggled at 
intervals. Enter values as above. During 
operation, the SD card in the TMAB-
100C device will record time and GPS 
coordinates at each switch pulse (See 
hardware documentation for details).

The Diagnostic Info section shows what  info. is being received by the 
TracMap Unit from the attached Autoboom controller. If the unit is not 
connected it will show the sentence “Controller not connected”. If the 
controller is connected “$TMABA, RECEIVING” indicates that the 
Autobooms controller is being detected correctly by the Tracmap head 
unit. 
This screen can also be used to monitor whether each of the four conditions 
required for an active switch pass or fail.
Press  to return to Flight screen

Note 1.  The Autoboom controller only operates while the headunit is in a Job.

Note 2.  While in a job, if the Autoboom becomes disconnected, a warning will be 
shown in red in the ‘Status Bar’ at the bottom of the screen.

AUTOCAL

The Autocal is a flow controller. For a description of its operation see the 
manufacturer’s operating manual.
The only interaction possible with the Autocal is to monitor the data 
being sent from it to the Tracmap unit. To do this, select Autocal in the 
I/O tab drop-down and press . The Monitor Port option will be 
highlighted – press  .  If the Autocal is not connected this will show 
***EMPTY***.  If the autocal is successfully connected an $DS string 
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will be displayed every second (for a description of the $DS string see 
your Autocal Manual).

INTELLIFLOW

The Intelliflow is a flow controller.  For a description of its operation see 
the manufacturer’s operating manual.
To access the Intelliflow Setup page, select Intelliflow in the I/O drop-
down, press  then .
Use  to highlight the Meter Calibration field and enter a calibration 
value using the onscreen keyboard ( ).  
The Meter Calibration is stamped on the side of the flow meter next to the 
label “Tag”. If this is followed by PPG (pulses per Gallon) it will need to 
be converted to PPL (Pulses per Litre) before entry.
The TAD is the additional reversal time (in milliseconds) given to the 
IntelliFlow motor when reversing direction. See Intelliflow manual. 

VL26  

This Tracmap device simplifies the creation and recording of markers. It 
provides up to seven digital switches and an RS232 serial input that can 
be used to create markers with predefined name, colour and symbol.
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Appendix E
Software License Agreement
1.  License
1. TracMap Aviation Limited (“Licensor”) provides the TracMap Flight 

Product (“the Program”) and licenses its use subject to the terms and 
conditions below:

2. You own the hardware contained in this package and have a license 
to use the Program embedded within the hardware but the Licensor 
retains all other legal rights. Title to the software is retained by 
TracMap NZ Limited.

Permissible Uses
3. You may:

a) Use the Program on a single machine and solely as an end user.
b) Copy the Program into any machine-readable or printed form 

for backup or modification purposes as part of your use of the 
Program on your machine.

c)  Modify the Program and/or merge it into another Program for 
your use on your machine. Any portion of this Program merged 
into another Program will continue to be subject to the terms and 
conditions of this license.

d) Transfer the Program along with any backup copies, modified 
or merged versions to another party if the other party agrees to 
accept the terms and conditions of this license having previously 
received a copy of the license. All materials referred to above 
not transferred must be destroyed.
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2.   Copies
Copyright Notice

1. You must reproduce and include the copyright notice on any 
copy, modification or portion of this Program merged into another 
program. 

2. You may not use, copy, modify, or transfer the Program, in whole 
or in part, except as expressly provided for in this license. Nor may 
you disassemble, decompile or reverse engineer the Program.

3.   Term
This license is effective until terminated. You may terminate it at any 
time by destroying the Program together with all copies in any form. 
It will also terminate immediately without notice to you if you fail to 
comply with any term or condition of this license. Upon termination, you 
agree to destroy the Program forthwith.

4.  Limited warranty
1. TracMap Aviation Limited warrants the hardware on which the 

Program is furnished to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship under normal use for a period of 2 years from the 
date of delivery to you as evidenced by a copy of your receipt.

2. The Program is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, 
either express or implied, including, but not limited to the implied 
warranties or merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. 
TracMap Aviation Limited does not warrant that the functions 
contained in the Program will meet your requirements or that the 
operation of the Program will be uninterrupted or error free. The 
entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Program is with 
you. Should the Program prove defective, you (and not TracMap 
Aviation Limited or its authorised representative) assume the entire 
cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.
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5.  Limitations of remedies
1.  TracMap Aviation Limited’s entire liability and your exclusive 

remedy is:
a)  The replacement of any hardware not meeting TracMap 

Aviation Limited’s “Limited Warranty” as stated above and 
which is returned to TracMap NZ Limited or its authorised 
representative with a copy of your receipt; or 

b)  A refund for the Program of any money paid by you if the 
Program is returned to TracMap Aviation Limited or its 
authorised representative.

2.  Under no circumstances is TracMap Aviation Limited liable to 
you for any damages, including any special, incidental, indirect 
or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use 
the Program even if TracMap Aviation Limited or its authorised 
representative has been advised in advance that such damages may 
arise, or for any claim by any other party.

6.  General
1. This license will be construed under the laws of New Zealand.
2. This license contains the entire agreement between the parties and 

supersedes all prior agreements and/or understandings (oral or 
written) and any other communications between us relating to the 
Program.

3. Failure or delay by TracMap Aviation Limited in enforcing any 
right or provision of the license is not to be deemed a waiver of 
such provision or right with respect to the breach.

4. If any provision of this license is held by a court of competent 
jurisdiction to be contrary to law, that provision will be enforced to 
the maximum extent permissible, and the remaining provisions of 
this license will remain in full force and effect.

6. You may not assign, transfer or sub-license this license except as 
expressly provided in this license.
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Appendix F
GNU General Public License

Version 2, June 1991
Copyright c 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 51 Franklin St, 

Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this 

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble
The  licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom 
to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is 
intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software–
to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public 
License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation’s software and 
to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free 
Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General 
Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too. 
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. 
Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the 
freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service 
if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that 
you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and 
that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone 
to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These 
restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute 
copies of the software, or if you modify it. 
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis 
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You 
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must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And 
you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) 
offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute 
and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that 
everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. 
If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its 
recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any 
problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors’ 
reputations.Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software 
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program 
will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program 
proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must 
be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification 
follow.

GNU General Public License terms & conditions for 
copying, distribution and modification
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains 

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed 
under the terms of this General Public License. The “Program”, 
below, refers to any such program or work, and a “work based on 
the Program” means either the Program or any derivative work under 
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a 
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated 
into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without 
limitation in the term “modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as 
“you”.

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not 
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running 
the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is 
covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program 
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(independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether 
that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s 
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you 
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate 
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices 
that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give 
any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with 
the Program. 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and 
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a 
fee. 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of 
it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute 
such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, 
provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a)  You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices 

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b)  You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in 

whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any 
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third 
parties under the terms of this License.

c)  If the modified program normally reads commands interactively 
when run you must cause it, when started running for such 
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an 
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a 
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide 
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under 
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this 
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does 
not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the 
Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If 
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, 
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works 
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in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those 
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you 
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based 
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms 
of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the 
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote 
it.

 Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your 
rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise 
the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works 
based on the Program.

 In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the 
Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on 
a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other 
work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, 
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms 
of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the 
following:
a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable 

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software 
interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, 
to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of 
physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-
readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed 
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily 
used for software interchange; or, 

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to 
distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed 
only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the 
program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in 
accord with Subsection b above.)

 The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for 
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making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source 
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any 
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control 
compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special 
exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that 
is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major 
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on 
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies 
the executable.

 If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access 
to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to 
copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the 
source code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the 
source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program 
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt 
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is 
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License. 
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under 
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such 
parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed 
it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute 
the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by 
law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or 
distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you 
indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms 
and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or 
works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the 
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the 
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject 
to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further 
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein. 
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to 
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this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent 

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), 
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement 
or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do 
not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot 
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this 
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence 
you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent 
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program 
by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, 
then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be 
to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any 
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply 
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents 
or any other property right claims or to contest validity of any such 
claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity 
of the free software distribution system, which is implemented by 
public license practices and a whole lot of really boring paperwork. 
Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range 
of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent 
application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he 
or she is willing to distribute software through any other system and 
a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to 
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain 
countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original 
copyright holder who places the Program under this License may 
add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those 
countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries 
not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation 
as if written in the body of this License. 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new 
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versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new 
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ 
in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program 
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and 
“any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and 
conditions either of that version or of any later version published 
by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify 
a version number of this License, you may choose any version ever 
published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free 
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the 
author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by 
the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; 
we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided 
by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of 
our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software 
generally.

NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, 

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPTWHEN 
OTHERWISE STATED INWRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS 
AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” 
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED 
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS 
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM 
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, 
YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, 
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW 
OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT 
HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/
OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAMAS PERMITTED ABOVE, 
BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDINGANY 
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGESARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO 
USE THE PROGRAM(INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE 
OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A 
FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER 
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS 
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest 
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free 
software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to 
attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the 
exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the “copyright” 
line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

one line to give programme’s name & brief idea of what it does.
Copyright (C) Year & Name of author. 
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as 
published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of 
the License, or (at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied 
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A 
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License 
for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public 
License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-
1301 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper 
mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when 
it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) Year Name of Author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; 
for details type ‘show w’. This is free software, and you are 
welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type ‘show 
c’ for details.

The hypothetical commands ‘show w’ and ‘show c’ should show the 
appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands 
you use may be called something other than ‘show w’ and ‘show c’; 
they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items–whatever suits your 
program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or 
your school, if any, to sign a “copyright disclaimer” for the program, if 
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the 
program ‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) 
written by James Hacker.
Signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
 Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program 
into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you 
may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications 
with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library 
General Public License instead of this License.


